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(54) WORKING VEHICLE

(57) A work vehicle is provided in which driving force
is generated by an engine or the like and by an electric
motor, and in which heat generated by the engine cannot
easily be transmitted to an inverter and to a capacitor.
This work vehicle includes a vehicle body frame, an outer
cover, an engine compartment, a cooling compartment,
a partition wall, an inverter, and a capacitor. The engine
compartment contains an engine. The cooling compart-
ment contains a cooling device. The partition wall sepa-
rates the cooling compartment from the engine compart-

ment. The inverter and the capacitor are disposed be-
tween the partition wall and the cooling device. The in-
verter is positioned above the capacitor. A length of the
capacitor in the vehicle width direction is greater than a
length of the inverter in the vehicle width direction. At
least one of a first side surface of the outer cover posi-
tioned leftwards of the left side surface of the inverter and
a second side surface of the outer cover positioned right-
wards of a right side surface of the inverter is separated
from the inverter by a gap.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a hybrid work
vehicle in which driving force is generated both by a diesel
engine and by an electric motor.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] In recent years, hybrid work vehicles have been
developed in which driving force is generated both by a
diesel engine and by an electric motor (refer to Patent
Document #1).

CITATION LIST

PATENT LITERATURE

[0003] Patent Document #1: Japanese Laid-Open Pat-
ent Publication 2012-041819.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[0004] An inverter and a capacitor are needed for driv-
ing an electric motor. Since an inverter and a capacitor
can easily be affected by heat, accordingly it is necessary
to locate them in places in which they cannot easily be
subjected to the influence of the heat generated by the
engine or the like.
[0005] In Patent Document #1, a hydraulic shovel is
disclosed as an example of a hybrid work vehicle. Since
the vacant space within the engine compartment of this
hydraulic shovel is large, accordingly, with the invention
according to Patent Document #1, a cooling fan and a
cooling unit are disposed between the inverter and the
capacitor, and the engine. Due to this, the influence of
heat generated by the engine and so on is avoided.
[0006] However since, with a wheel loader or a motor
grader, only a small amount of vacant space is available
within the engine compartment, and there is a limitation
upon the position in which a cooling fan and/or a cooling
unit can be disposed, accordingly it is not possible to
implement a configuration such as that described above.

SOLUTION TO TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[0007] The work vehicle according to one aspect of the
present invention is a work vehicle in which driving force
is generated by an engine and by an electric motor, com-
prising a vehicle body frame, an outer cover, an engine
compartment, a cooling compartment, a partition wall, an
inverter, and a capacitor. The engine compartment inter-
nally houses the engine. The cooling compartment inter-
nally houses a cooling device. The partition wall sepa-
rates the cooling compartment from the engine compart-

ment. The inverter and the capacitor are disposed be-
tween the partition wall and the cooling device. The ca-
pacitor is supported upon the vehicle body frame. The
inverter is positioned above the capacitor. A length of the
inverter in the vehicle width direction is shorter than a
length of the capacitor in the vehicle width direction. And
at least one of a first side surface of the outer cover po-
sitioned leftwards from a left side surface of the inverter
and a second side surface of the outer cover positioned
rightwards from a right side surface of the inverter is sep-
arated from the inverter by a gap.
[0008] A first distance in the vehicle width direction be-
tween a left side surface of the outer cover and the left
side surface of the inverter may be greater than or equal
to a second distance in the vehicle width direction be-
tween the left side surface of the outer cover and a left
side surface of the capacitor. Moreover, a third distance
in the vehicle width direction between a right side surface
of the outer cover and the right side surface of the inverter
may be greater than or equal to a fourth distance in the
vehicle width direction between the right side surface of
the outer cover and a right side surface of the capacitor.
[0009] A fifth distance in the vehicle width direction be-
tween a left side surface of the vehicle body frame and
the left side surface of the inverter may be greater than
or equal to a sixth distance in the vehicle width direction
between the left side surface of the vehicle body frame
and the left side surface of the capacitor. Moreover, a
seventh distance in the vehicle width direction between
a right side surface of the vehicle body frame and the
right side surface of the inverter may be greater than or
equal to an eighth distance in the vehicle width direction
between the right side surface of the vehicle body frame
and the right side surface of the capacitor.
[0010] At least one of the first side surface and the
second side surface may include an opening portion for
taking in external air. the opening portion and the inverter
may be overlapped in a side view. And the opening por-
tion and the inverter may be separated by a gap.
[0011] The longest side of the capacitor may extend
along the vehicle width direction. And the shortest side
of the inverter may extend along the longitudinal direction
of the vehicle.
[0012] The longest side of the inverter may extend in
the vertical direction.
[0013] The capacitor may be elastically supported by
a capacitor support portion that is provided to the vehicle
body frame.
[0014] The cooling device may include a radiator, an
oil cooler, and an electric motor cooling device. And the
radiator, the oil cooler, and the motor cooling device may
be arranged in a row along the vehicle width direction.
[0015] The cooling device may further include a hybrid
cooler for cooling the capacitor and the inverter. And the
hybrid cooler may be disposed in front of the radiator,
the oil cooler, and the motor cooling device, and moreo-
ver behind the inverter. Furthermore, the inverter may be
spaced away by a gap from the hybrid cooler along the
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longitudinal direction of the vehicle.
[0016] The inverter may be installed as separated from
the capacitor in the vertical direction by a gap.

ADVANTAGEOUS EFFECTS OF INVENTION

[0017] With the hybrid work vehicle according to the
above aspect of the present invention, the engine com-
partment in which the engine is installed and the cooling
compartment in which the inverter and the capacitor are
installed are separated by the partition wall. Accordingly,
it becomes difficult for heat generated by the engine and
so on to be transmitted to the inverter and to the capacitor.
Furthermore, with this work vehicle, the length of the in-
verter in the vehicle width direction is shorter than the
length of the capacitor in the vehicle width direction, and
the side surface of the outer cover 9 corresponding to
either one of the left surface and the right surface of the
inverter, and the inverter, are spaced apart by a gap.
Therefore, the inverter and the capacitor are cooled by
air, accordingly it becomes even more difficult for the
inverter and the capacitor to be affected by the heat gen-
erated by the engine and so on. Accordingly it becomes
possible to arrange the inverter and the capacitor in po-
sitions in which it is difficult for them to be affected by the
heat generated by the engine and so on, even in the case
of a work vehicle such as a wheel loader or a motor grad-
er.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0018]

Fig. 1 is a side view of a work vehicle according to
an embodiment of the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a figure showing a portion of the upper sur-
face of the work vehicle of Fig. 1 in a state with an
outer cover removed;
Fig. 3 is a figure showing the left side of the work
vehicle of Fig. 1 with the outer cover removed;
Fig. 4 is a figure showing an inverter, a capacitor,
and their support components as seen in a sectional
plane shown by the lines IV-IV in Fig. 2;
Fig. 5 is a right side view showing a portion of the
work vehicle of Fig. 1 with its outer cover removed;
Fig. 6 is a perspective view showing a partition wall
as seen slantingly from in front; and
Fig. 7 is a figure showing the general structure of a
cooling device.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0019] A side view of a work vehicle according to an
embodiment of the present invention is shown in Fig. 1.
Desirably, this work vehicle 1 is a wheel loader. It should
be understood that, in Fig. 1, the main devices that are
mounted within an engine compartment 21 that will be
described hereinafter are shown by dotted lines.

[0020] Here, in the following explanation, "front" means
the front of the vehicle and "rear" means the rear of the
vehicle. Moreover, "left" means the leftwards direction of
the vehicle when the viewer is facing the front of the ve-
hicle, while "right" means the rightwards direction.
[0021] As shown in Fig. 1, the work vehicle 1 comprises
a vehicle body frame 2, a working tool 3, propulsion
wheels 4 and 5, and a driver compartment 6. The work
vehicle 1 is propelled by the propulsion wheels 4 and 5
being rotationally driven. This work vehicle 1 is capable
of performing a task such as excavation or the like by
using the working tool 3.
[0022] The working tool 3 and the propulsion wheels
4 and 5 are attached to the vehicle body frame 2. The
working tool 3 is driven by operating hydraulic fluid from
an operating hydraulic fluid pump not shown in the fig-
ures. The working tool 3 includes a boom 11 and a bucket
12. The boom 11 is installed to the vehicle body frame
2. The working tool 3 has a lift cylinder 13 and a bucket
cylinder 14. The lift cylinder 13 and the bucket cylinder
14 are hydraulic pressure cylinders. One end of the lift
cylinder 13 is attached to the vehicle body frame 2. And
the other end of the lift cylinder 13 is attached to the boom
11. The boom 11 is pivoted up and down due to the lift
cylinder 13 receiving supply of operating hydraulic fluid
from the operating hydraulic fluid pump and thereby be-
ing extended and retracted. The bucket 12 is attached
at the end of the boom 11. One end of the bucket cylinder
14 is attached to the vehicle body frame 2. And the other
end of the bucket cylinder 14 is attached to the bucket
12 via a crank 15. The bucket 12 is pivoted up and down
due to the bucket cylinder 14 receiving supply of operat-
ing hydraulic fluid from the operating hydraulic fluid pump
and thereby being extended and retracted.
[0023] The driver compartment 6 and the propulsion
wheels 4 and 5 are attached to the vehicle body frame
2. The driver compartment 6 is mounted upon the vehicle
body frame 2. A seat upon which the operator sits and
operation devices and so on are disposed within the driv-
er compartment 6. The vehicle body frame 2 includes a
front frame 16 and a rear frame 17. The front frame 16
and the rear frame 17 are attached together so as to be
capable of pivoting left and right with respect to one an-
other.
[0024] The work vehicle 1 also comprises a steering
cylinder 18. This steering cylinder 18 is attached both to
the front frame 16 and to the rear frame 17. Here, the
region that is supported by the front frame 16 is will be
termed the "front vehicle body portion", while the region
that is supported by the rear frame 17 will be termed the
"rear vehicle body portion". The steering cylinder 18 is a
hydraulic pressure cylinder. Due to this steering cylinder
18 being extended and retracted by operating hydraulic
fluid supplied from a steering pump 30 not shown in the
figures, the progression direction of the work vehicle 1
can be changed to the left and to the right.
[0025] Internal structures of the engine compartment
and the cooling compartment Fig. 2 is a figure showing
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a top view of the rear vehicle body portion with an outer
cover 9 (refer to Fig. 1) at the rear of the driver compart-
ment 6 removed. In Fig. 2, the external shape of the outer
cover 9 is shown by a double dotted broken line. And Fig.
3 is a figure showing the rear vehicle body portion in a
left side view, with the outer cover 9 (refer to Fig. 1) at
the rear of the driver compartment 6 removed. In Fig. 2
and Fig. 3, the part of the rear vehicle body portion that
is more towards the front than the front half of an engine
23 is not shown. For convenience of explanation, the
external shape of the rear frame 17 is shown by a dotted
line in Fig. 3, and only components that are located within
the rear frame 17 are shown fully.
[0026] As shown in Fig. 2, the rear frame 17 includes
a left member 71 and a right member 72, both of which
extend along the longitudinal direction of the vehicle. The
left member 71 includes a left inverter support portion 73
and a left capacitor support portion 76 (refer to Fig. 3
etc.) which project inward (i.e. toward the right side) from
the inner side surface of the left member 71 (i.e. of the
rear frame 17 or the vehicle body frame 2). And the right
member 72 includes a right inverter support portion 74,
a front inverter support portion 75 (refer to Fig. 4 etc.),
and a right capacitor support portion 77 (refer to Fig. 4
etc.) which project inward (i.e. toward the left side) from
the inner side surface of the right member 72 (i.e. of the
rear frame 17 or the vehicle body frame 2). The left mem-
ber 71 and the right member 72 are almost mutually sym-
metric, except for the fact that the right member 72 in-
cludes the front inverter support portion 75. In the de-
scription of this embodiment, the left inverter support por-
tion 73, the right inverter support portion 74, and the front
inverter support portion 75 will be generically termed "in-
verter support portions", while the left capacitor support
portion 76 and the right capacitor support portion 77 will
be generically termed "capacitor support portions". The
details of the left inverter support portion 73, of the right
inverter support portion 74, of the front inverter support
portion 75, of the left capacitor support portion 76, and
of the right capacitor support portion 77 will be described
hereinafter.
[0027] As shown in Fig. 3, the rear vehicle body portion
is subdivided by a partition wall 20 into an engine com-
partment 21 and a cooling compartment 22. In other
words, the partition wall 20 separates the cooling com-
partment 22 from the engine compartment 21. The en-
gine 23, an exhaust processing device 26, a transmission
27 (refer to Fig. 1), electric motors 28 and 29, and so on
are disposed in the engine compartment 21. In other
words, the engine 23 and the electric motors 28 and 29
are housed inside the engine compartment 21. It should
be understood that, while two electric motors are shown
in Fig. 1, the number of electric motors could be only one,
or could be three or more. The engine 23 is, for example,
a diesel engine. The engine 23 and the electric motors
28 and 29 are connected to the transmission 27, and
generate driving force for the propulsion wheels 4 and 5.
Furthermore, the engine 23 generates driving force for

driving the operating hydraulic fluid pump, a steering
pump, and so on.
[0028] The exhaust processing device 26 is preferably
a diesel particle collection filter device (Diesel Particulate
Filter: DPF), but it may be some other type of exhaust
processing device, such as a selective catalytic reduction
device (Selective Catalytic Reduction: SCR), a diesel ox-
idation catalyst device (Diesel Oxidation Catalyst: DOC),
or the like. The exhaust of the engine 23 is sent to the
exhaust processing device 26 via a turbocharger 24 and
a connection conduit 25. The exhaust processing device
26 reduces the concentration of harmful substances in
the exhaust.
[0029] A cooling device 30, an inverter 40, a capacitor
50, and so on are disposed within the cooling compart-
ment 22. In other words, the cooling device 30, the in-
verter 40, and the capacitor 50 are housed inside the
cooling compartment 22. The cooling device 30 includes
devices for providing cooling for devices of various types
in the work vehicle 1, such as a radiator 31 (refer to Fig.
7) and so on. The details of the cooling device 30 will be
described hereinafter. When the electric motors 28 and
29 which are in the engine compartment 21 are function-
ing as generators, the inverter 40 converts the electrical
power regenerated by these electric motors 28 and 29
into DC current. And, when the electric motors 28 and
29 which are in the engine compartment 21 are function-
ing as motors, the inverter 40 converts electrical power
accumulated in the capacitor 50 into AC, and controls
the electric motors 28 and 29. The capacitor 50 accumu-
lates electrical power regenerated by the electric motors
28 and 29. As shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the inverter 40
and the capacitor 50 are disposed between the partition
wall 20 and the cooling device 30.
[0030] Fig. 4 is a figure showing the inverter 40, the
capacitor 50, and their support components as seen in
a sectional plane shown by the lines IV-IV in Fig. 2. And
Fig. 5 is a view showing the surroundings of the inverter
40, the capacitor 50, and their support components in a
right side view. In Fig. 5, for the convenience of expla-
nation, the right member 72, the right inverter support
portion 74, the front inverter support portion 75, and the
right capacitor support portion 77 are shown by dotted
lines, and only the components inboard from the right
member 72 are shown.
[0031] The capacitor 50 is a device having the shape
of a rectangular parallelepiped. The capacitor 50 is, de-
sirably, a long and narrow device. The capacitor 50 is
disposed with its longitudinal direction extending along
the vehicle width direction. In other words, the longest
side of the capacitor 50 extends along the vehicle width
direction. The capacitor 50 may include rings 51, 52, 53,
and 54 for attachment to hanging hooks. As shown in
Figs. 2 through 4, it would also be possible further to
provide a connector 55 upon the upper surface 50a of
the capacitor 50. The rings 51, 52, 53, and 54 are posi-
tioned lower than the upper surface of the capacitor 50.
The rings 51, 52, 53, and 54 are positioned at both the
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left side and the right side of the capacitor 50. As shown
in Fig. 2, the connector 55 is positioned at a portion of
the upper surface 50a of the capacitor 50 toward its left
rear.
[0032] The capacitor 50 is disposed upon the left ca-
pacitor support portion 76 and the right capacitor support
portion 77. The left capacitor support portion 76 and the
right capacitor support portion 77 are both horizontal, and
are located in the same plane. As shown in Figs. 3
through 5, the capacitor 50 is supported by the left ca-
pacitor support portion 76 and the right capacitor support
portion 77 via elastic members 56, 57, 58, and 59. In
other words, the capacitor 50 is elastically supported up-
on the capacitor support portions. To express this in an-
other manner, the capacitor 50 is elastically supported
by the vehicle body frame 2, or by the rear frame 17.
Here, these elastic members 56, 57, 58, and 59 may, for
example, be dampers.
[0033] As shown in Fig. 4, the left capacitor support
portion 76 projects more inward (i.e. more towards the
right side) as compared with the left inverter support por-
tion 73. Furthermore, the right capacitor support portion
77 projects more inward (i.e. more towards the left side)
as compared with the right inverter support portion 74.
As a result, as shown in Fig. 2, the rings 51, 52, 53, and
54 can be directly accessed from above. And, as a result,
fitting and removal of the capacitor 50 is simple and easy.
Moreover, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5 and so on, the upper
surface 50a of the capacitor 50 is positioned lower than
the upper edges of the vehicle body frame 2 (in more
detail, than the upper edges of the rear frame 17, i.e. of
the left member 71 and of the right member 72).
[0034] The inverter 40 is positioned above the capac-
itor 50. To put this in another manner, the capacitor 50
is positioned below the inverter 40. The inverter 40 is
installed so as to be spaced apart by a gap in the vertical
direction from the capacitor 50. As a result, as shown in
Fig. 1, in a side view, the left side surface of the inverter
40 is overlapped over an opening portion 9w that is pro-
vided in the left side surface of the outer cover 9. Although
this feature is not shown in the figures, it should be un-
derstood that the right side surface of the inverter 40may
be similarly overlapped over an opening portion provided
in the right side surface of the outer cover 9 in a side
view. Moreover, if the right side surface of the inverter
40 is overlapped over such an opening portion provided
in the right side surface of the outer cover 9, then the
opening portion 9w may not be provided in the left side
surface of the outer cover 9.
[0035] Like the capacitor 50, the inverter 40 is also a
device having the shape of a rectangular parallelepiped.
As shown in Figs. 2 through 5, the shortest side of the
inverter 40 extends along the longitudinal direction of the
vehicle. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 2, in a top view, the
entire inverter 40 is overlaid over the capacitor 50. Ac-
cordingly, as shown in Fig. 4, the length of the inverter
40 in the vehicle width direction is shorter than the length
of the capacitor 50 in the vehicle width direction. Further-

more, as shown in Fig. 5, the length of the capacitor 50
in the longitudinal direction of the vehicle is longer than
the length of the inverter 40 in the longitudinal direction
of the vehicle. Due to this, the capacitor 50 projects for-
ward in the vehicle as compared to the inverter 40.
[0036] Yet further, as shown in Fig. 4, the distance D1
in the vehicle width direction between the left side surface
of the left member 71 (i.e. of the rear frame 17 or the
vehicle body frame 2) and the left side surface of the
inverter 40 is greater than or equal to the distance D2 in
the vehicle width direction between the left side surface
of the left member 71 (i.e. of the rear frame 17 or the
vehicle body frame 2) and the left side surface of the
capacitor 50. And, as will be clear from Fig. 2, the distance
between the left side surface of the outer cover 9 and the
left member 71 and the distance between the right side
surface of the outer cover 9 and the right member 72
become greater towards the rear of the vehicle. Thus, to
compare together a point on the left side surface of the
outer cover 9 and a point on the left side surface of the
capacitor 50 whose distances in the longitudinal direction
of the vehicle from the front of the vehicle are the same,
the distance in the vehicle width direction between the
left side surface of the outer cover 9 and the left side
surface of the inverter 40 is greater than or equal to the
distance in the vehicle width direction between the left
side surface of the outer cover 9 and the left side surface
of the capacitor 50. Moreover, the distance in the vehicle
width direction between the right side surface of the outer
cover 9 and the right side surface of the inverter 40 is
greater than or equal to the distance in the vehicle width
direction between the right side surface of the outer cover
9 and the right side surface of the capacitor 50. In other
words, at least one of a first side surface of the outer
cover 9 that is positioned in the leftwards direction from
the left side surface of the inverter 40, and a second side
surface of the outer cover 9 that is positioned in the right-
wards direction from the right side surface of the inverter
40, is spaced away from the inverter 40 by a gap. Fur-
thermore, the opening portion 9w and the inverter 40 are
spaced apart from one another by a gap. Due to this, the
entry of air from the opening portion 9w of Fig. 1 into the
cooling compartment 22 becomes easier.
[0037] Still further, it is yet more desirable for the long-
est side of the inverter 40 to extend in the vertical direc-
tion, as shown in Fig. 4. Due to this, the height A of the
inverter 40 becomes longer than its width B. As a result,
the distances between the left and right side surfaces of
the inverter 40 and the respective left and right side sur-
faces of the outer cover 9 can be made longer. And, due
to this, the entry of air from the opening portion 9w of Fig.
1 into the cooling compartment 22 becomes yet easier.

Brackets supporting the inverter

[0038] Next, brackets that support the inverter 40 will
be explained. As shown in Fig. 4, these brackets 60 that
support the inverter 40 include a first bracket 61, a second
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bracket 62, a third bracket 63, and a fourth bracket 64.
[0039] The first bracket 61 is supported by the left
member 71 and the right member 72, and joins between
the left member 71 and the right member 72. Desirably,
this first bracket 61 is shaped from a pipe material and
has an inverted letter-U shape. However, the interior of
the first bracket 61 may not be hollow, and the cross-
sectional shape of the first bracket 61 may be polygonal
or elliptical.
[0040] The first bracket 61 includes a lower left end
portion 61 a, a first curved portion 61 b, a straight line
portion 61 c, a second curved portion 61 d, and a lower
right end portion 61 e. At its lower end, the lower left end
portion 61 a has a flange 68 for connection to the elastic
member 65. In other words, the elastic member 65 is
connected to the lower left end portion 61 a. And, at its
lower end, the lower right end portion 61 e has a flange
69 for connection to the elastic member 66. In other
words, the elastic member 66 is connected to the lower
right end portion 61 e. Desirably, the elastic members 65
and 66 are dampers. The central axes of the elastic mem-
bers 65 and 66 coincide, respectively, with the central
axes of the lower left end portion 61 a and of the lower
right end portion 61 e. The elastic members 65 and 66
are respectively disposed upon the left inverter support
portion 73 and upon the right inverter support portion 74.
The left inverter support portion 73 and the right inverter
support portion 74 are both horizontal, and are positioned
in the same plane. Accordingly, the first bracket 61 is
supported upon the left inverter support portion and upon
the right inverter support portion 74 via the elastic mem-
bers 65 and 66. In other words, the first bracket 61 is
supported by the inverter support portions 73 and 74 (i.e.
by the rear frame 17 or the vehicle body frame 2) via the
elastic members 65 and 66. To put this in another man-
ner, the first bracket 61 is elastically supported by the
inverter support portions 73 and 74 (i.e. by the rear frame
17 or the vehicle body frame 2).
[0041] The first curved portion 61 b is connected to the
lower left end portion 61 a and to the straight line portion
61 c. And the second curved portion 61 d is connected
to the lower right end portion 61 e and to the straight line
portion 61 c. The first curved portion 61 b and the second
curved portion 61d may not be members shaped as cir-
cular arcs, but may be angled members shaped in a let-
ter-L form. The straight line portion 61 c extends along
the vehicle width direction. Accordingly, the longitudinal
direction of the first bracket 61 extends along the vehicle
width direction.
[0042] As shown in Fig. 4, the second bracket 62 is
fixed both to the left upper portion of the inverter 40 and
also to the left lower portion of the inverter 40. A bolt 41
that fixes the second bracket 62 and the left upper portion
of the inverter 40 together and a bolt 42 that fixes the
second bracket 62 and the left lower portion of the inverter
40 together are shown in Fig. 4. And the third bracket 63
is fixed both to the right upper portion of the inverter 40
and also to the right lower portion of the inverter 40. A

bolt 43 that fixes the third bracket 63 and the right upper
portion of the inverter 40 together and a bolt 44 that fixes
the third bracket 63 and the right lower portion of the
inverter 40 together are shown in Fig. 4. Since the second
bracket 62 and the third bracket 63 are left and right sym-
metric except for a fourth bracket connection portion 63f
(refer to Fig. 5), accordingly, in the following, the details
of the shapes of the second bracket 62 and the third
bracket 63 will be explained with principal attention being
focused upon the third bracket 63.
[0043] The third bracket 63 comprises a base portion
63a, an upper right attachment portion 63b, a lower right
attachment portion 63c, a second bracing portion 63d, a
load hanging hook attachment ring 63e, and the fourth
bracket connection portion 63f (refer to Fig. 5). As shown
in Fig. 5, the base portion 63a extends in the vertical
direction from the second bracing portion 63d, and ex-
tends in the forward direction when it reaches the vicin-
ities of the upper and lower surfaces of the inverter 40.
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 2, the upper right attachment
portion 63b extends in the leftwards direction from the
vicinity of the front edge of the upper portion of the base
portion 63a. The upper right attachment portion 63b may
include a female threaded portion for engagement with
the bolt 43. If the upper right attachment portion 63b does
not include any such female threaded portion for engage-
ment with the bolt 43, then the bolt 43 may be fixed with
a nut. And, as shown in Fig. 4, the lower right attachment
portion 63c extends in the leftwards direction from the
vicinity of the front edge of the lower portion of the base
portion 63a. The lower right attachment portion 63c may
include a female threaded portion for engagement with
the bolt 44. If the lower right attachment portion 63c does
not include any such female threaded portion for engage-
ment with the bolt 43, then the bolt 43 may be fixed with
a nut.
[0044] The second bracing portion 63d is fixed to the
straight line portion 61 c of the first bracket 61. In other
words, the second bracing portion 63d braces the first
bracket 61. Desirably, the second bracing portion 63d is
fixed to the straight line portion 61 c by welding. However,
the second bracing portion 63d may be fixed to the
straight line portion 61 c by some other fixing means,
such as a bolt and a nut or the like. In order for the third
bracket 63 to support the inverter 40 in a stable manner,
it is desirable for the height of the second bracing portion
63d to be close to the height of the barycenter of the
inverter 40. In other words, it is desirable for the height
of the straight line portion 61 c of the first bracket 61 to
be close to the height of the barycenter of the inverter
40. In Fig. 5, the height of the second bracing portion 63d
(i.e. the height of the straight line portion 61 c of the first
bracket 61) is somewhat lower than the height of the cent-
er of the inverter 40 (i.e., than the height of its barycenter).
[0045] The ring 63e is provided at the upper edge of
the base portion 63a. In other words, the ring 63e is pro-
vided to an upper portion of the third bracket 63. As shown
in Fig. 5, in the state in which the inverter 40 is attached
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to the third bracket 63, the ring 63e is positioned at the
center of the inverter 40 in the longitudinal direction of
the vehicle. Due to this, it is possible to lift up the inverter
40 in a stable manner, even when raising the inverter 40
by attaching load hanging hooks to the ring 62e of the
second bracket 62 and to the ring 63e of the third bracket
63, i.e. at only two spots.
[0046] The fourth bracket connection portion 63f is pro-
vided in the vicinity of the center of the bottom of the base
portion 63a in the longitudinal direction of the vehicle.
This fourth bracket connection portion 63f may, for ex-
ample, have a female threaded portion for attachment of
a bolt, so as to be attachable to and detachable from the
fourth bracket 64.
[0047] It should be understood that the second bracket
62 includes a base portion 62a, an upper left attachment
portion 62b, a lower left attachment portion 62c, a first
bracing portion 62d, and a load hanging hook attachment
ring 62e, respectively corresponding to the base portion
63a, the upper right attachment portion 63b, the lower
right attachment portion 63c, the second bracing portion
63d, and the load hanging hook attachment ring 63e. In
other words, the first bracing portion 62d braces the first
bracket 61. The first bracing portion 62d is fixed to the
straight line portion 61 c by welding. Accordingly, the first
bracket 61, the second bracket 62, and the third bracket
63 are integrally formed. Moreover, the ring 63e is pro-
vided at an upper portion of the third bracket 63. It should
be understood that the upper left attachment portion 62b
and the lower left attachment portion 62c extend in the
opposite vehicle width direction to the upper right attach-
ment portion 63b and the lower right attachment portion
63c respectively. Furthermore, the first bracing portion
62d is fixed to the straight line portion 61 c of the first
bracket 61 at almost the center of the straight line portion
61c in the vehicle width direction. The connector 55 is
positioned leftwards of the second bracket 62.
[0048] The fourth bracket 64 is fixed to at least one of
the second bracket 62 and the third bracket 63. The ex-
ample described above shows the third bracket 63 has
the fourth bracket connection portion 63f, and the fourth
bracket 64 is fixed to the third bracket 63 thereby. How-
ever, the second bracket 62 may have the fourth bracket
connection portion 63f, alternatively both the second
bracket 62 and the third bracket 63 may have fourth
bracket connection portions 63f and two of the fourth
brackets 64 may be provided. In other words, one or two
fourth brackets 64 may be attachable to and detachable
from either or both of the second bracket 62 and the third
bracket 63.
[0049] As shown in Figs. 2 and 5, the fourth bracket
64 extends forwards from the fourth bracket connection
portion 63f. That is to say, the fourth bracket 64 extends
in the longitudinal direction of the vehicle. The fourth
bracket 64 has a flange 64a at its front end for connection
to an elastic member 67. In other words, the elastic mem-
ber 67 is connected to the front end of the fourth bracket
64. Desirably, the elastic member 67 is a damper. The

elastic member 67 is disposed upon the front inverter
support portion 75.
[0050] As shown in Fig. 5, the front inverter support
portion 75 is horizontal, but is positioned lower than the
left inverter support portion 73 and the right inverter sup-
port portion 74. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 4, the front
inverter support portion 75 projects more inwards (i.e.
leftwards) as compared to the right inverter support por-
tion 74. However no interference is caused when the ca-
pacitor is being installed or removed, since, as shown in
Fig. 2, the front inverter support portion 75 is positioned
sufficiently more forward than the ring 53.
[0051] It should be understood that, from the stand-
point of improving the flexibility of arrangement of the
various components, it is desirable for the amount of in-
ward projection of the front inverter support portion 75 to
be relatively small, and, in the width direction of the in-
verter 40, for the fourth bracket 64 to be positioned close
to the vehicle body frame 2. In the example shown in
Figs. 2 through 5, the inverter 40 is disposed closer to
the right member 72 than to the left member 71. In other
words, as shown in Fig. 4, the distance D1 in the vehicle
width direction o between the inverter 40 and the left
member 71 is longer than the distance D3 in the vehicle
width direction between the inverter 40 and the right
member 72. Accordingly, the fourth bracket 64 is fixed
to the third bracket 63 which is on the right side of the
inverter 40. In other words, the fourth bracket 64 is posi-
tioned on the right side of the inverter 40. It should be
understood that, if the distance D3 is longer than the dis-
tance D1, then it is desirable for the fourth bracket 64 to
be positioned on the left side of the inverter 40.
[0052] Due to this, it is possible to dispose components
that have no relationship to the components that fix the
inverter 40, such as the connector 55 and the power ca-
bles 55a that connect the inverter 40 to the electric motors
28 and 29 shown in Fig. 3 and so on, at that side among
the left side and the right side of the inverter 40 that is
remoter from the vehicle body frame (i.e. at the left side
of the inverter 40 if the distance D1 is longer than the
distance D3, and at the right side of the inverter 40 if the
distance D3 is longer than the distance D1).
[0053] As described above, the fourth bracket 64 is
supported by the front inverter support portion 75 via the
elastic member 67. In other words, the fourth bracket 64
is supported by the vehicle body frame 2 via the elastic
member 67. On the other hand, the first bracket 61 is
supported by the left inverter support portion 73 and the
right inverter support portion 74 via the elastic members
65 and 66. Consequently, the brackets 60 and the invert-
er 40 are elastically supported by the inverter support
portions 73, 74, and 75 (i.e. by the rear frame 17 or the
vehicle body frame 2). Accordingly, the brackets 60 and
the inverter 40 are elastically supported at least at three
spots upon the vehicle body frame 2 (the three points
that support the elastic members 65, 66, and 67).
[0054] Here, the elastic members 65, 66, and 67 that
support the brackets 60 and the inverter 40 and the elastic
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members 56, 57, 58, and 59 that support the capacitor
50 are completely different. Accordingly, the brackets 60
with the inverter 40, and the capacitor 50, constitute dif-
ferent vibrational systems. Therefore the brackets 60 with
the inverter 40, and the capacitor 50, vibrate separately.
Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 4 and so on, since the
inverter 40 is installed with a certain separation (gap) in
the vertical direction from the capacitor 50, accordingly
the brackets 60 with the inverter 40 and the capacitor 50
do not mutually collide.
[0055] The arrangement and the shape of the partition
wall Fig. 6 is a perspective view showing the partition
wall 20 as viewed slantingly from the front. In Fig. 6, the
left member 71, the engine 23, the turbocharger 24, the
connection conduit 25, the exhaust processing device 26
and so on are not shown. As shown in Figs. 3 and 6, the
partition wall 20 extends from the vicinity of the upper
surface of the outer cover 9 to below the capacitor 50. It
should be understood that, in Fig. 3, the upper surface
of the outer cover 9 is shown by a double dotted broken
line. The partition wall 20 includes through holes 20a for
passing conduits 81 of various types that connect com-
ponents of the engine 23 of various types and the cooling
device 30. Moreover, the partition wall 20 includes a
through hole 20b for passing the power cables 55a that
connect the inverter 40 and the electric motors 28 and
29, and a through hole 20c for passing the fourth bracket
64.
[0056] The partition wall 20 has a curved portion 20d
that curves forward from below the through hole 20b. As
shown in Fig. 3, due to the partition wall 20 having the
curved portion 20d, an upper vertical surface 20e of the
partition wall 20 can be made to be close to the inverter
40, while a lower vertical surface 20f of the partition wall
20 can be made to be close to the capacitor 50. As a
result, it is possible to make the partition wall 20 be close
both to the inverter 40 and to the capacitor 50, so that it
is possible to make both the capacity of the engine com-
partment 21 and the capacity of the cooling compartment
22 as small as possible. Accordingly, it is possible to
make the vehicle more compact.

Details of the cooling device

[0057] Fig. 7 is a figure showing the general structure
of the cooling device 30. In Fig. 7, a hybrid cooler 36 (the
details of which will be described hereinafter) that is po-
sitioned more to the front is shown by double dotted bro-
ken lines. In order from the lower left, this cooling device
30 includes the radiator 31, an oil cooler 32, and an elec-
tric motor cooling device 33. Above them, the cooling
device 30 further includes a CAC 34 and an air condi-
tioner condenser 35. The cooling device 30 further in-
cludes a hybrid cooler 36 that is disposed in front of the
radiator 31, the oil cooler 32, and the electric motor cool-
ing device 33. The radiator 31, the oil cooler 32, and the
electric motor cooling device 33 are disposed as ar-
ranged in a row along the vehicle width direction. In a

similar manner, the CAC 34 and the air conditioner con-
denser 35 are disposed as arranged in a row along the
vehicle width direction. The CAC 34 and the air condi-
tioner condenser 35 are positioned above the radiator
31, the oil cooler 32, and the electric motor cooling device
33.
[0058] The oil cooler 32 cools hydraulic fluid that is
used by hydraulic pressure devices of various types in
the work vehicle 1. The electric motor cooling device 33
cools the refrigerant that takes away the heat generated
by the electric motors 28 and 29. The CAC 34 cools the
intake of the engine. The air conditioner condenser 35
cools the refrigerant of an air conditioner. And the hybrid
cooler 36 cools the cooling water of the inverter 40 and
of the capacitor 50.
[0059] In Fig. 3, the position of the hybrid cooler 36 is
shown by a single dotted broken line. As shown in Fig.
3, the hybrid cooler 36 is disposed behind the inverter
40. Moreover, the inverter 40 is spaced apart by a gap
from the hybrid cooler 36 in the longitudinal direction of
the vehicle. Due to this it is possible to keep high the
efficiency by which the inverter 40 and the capacitor 50
are cooled by external air, since the path for passage of
air is not hindered by the hybrid cooler 36.

Characteristics

[0060] The work vehicle according to this embodiment
has the following distinguishing characteristics.

(1) In this work vehicle 1, the engine compartment
21 in which the engine 23 is installed and the cooling
compartment 22 in which the inverter 40 and the ca-
pacitor 50 are installed are separated by the partition
wall 20. Accordingly, it is difficult for heat generated
by the engine 23 and so on to be transmitted to the
inverter 40 and to the capacitor 50. Moreover, a path
for the ingress of air is provided in this work vehicle
1, since the length of the inverter 40 in the vehicle
width direction is shorter than the length of the ca-
pacitor 50 in the vehicle width direction, and further-
more since the side surfaces of the outer cover 9
corresponding to both the left and right side surfaces
of the inverter 40 and the inverter are separated by
gaps. Since due to this the inverter 40 and the ca-
pacitor 50 are both cooled by air, accordingly it be-
comes even more difficult for either the inverter 40
or the capacitor 50 to be affected by heat generated
by the engine 23 and so on.
(2) The first distance in the vehicle width direction
between the left side surface of the outer cover 9
and the left side surface of the inverter 40 is greater
than or equal to the second distance in the vehicle
width direction between the left side surface of the
outer cover 9 and the left side surface of the capacitor
50. Moreover, the third distance in the vehicle width
direction between the right side surface of the outer
cover 9 and the right side surface of the inverter 40
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is greater than or equal to the fourth distance in the
vehicle width direction between the right side surface
of the outer cover 9 and the right side surface of the
capacitor 50. In other words, the inverter 40 is not
disposed in a position in which it is closer than the
capacitor 50 to either the left or the right side surface
of the outer cover 9. Accordingly, it becomes more
difficult for the inverter 40 and the capacitor 50 to be
affected by heat generated by the engine 23 and so
on, since a sufficient flow of air enters from the intake
path 9w.
(3) The distance D1 in the vehicle width direction
between the left side surface of the vehicle body
frame 2 and the left side surface of the inverter 40
is greater than or equal to the distance D2 in the
vehicle width direction between the left side surface
of the vehicle body frame 2 and the left side surface
of the capacitor 50. Moreover, the distance D3 in the
vehicle width direction between the right side surface
of the vehicle body frame 2 and the right side surface
of the inverter 40 is greater than or equal to the dis-
tance D4 in the vehicle width direction between the
right side surface of the vehicle body frame 2 and
the right side surface of the capacitor 50. In other
words, the inverter 40 is not disposed in a position
in which it is closer than the capacitor 50 to either
the left or the right side surface of the vehicle body
frame 2. Accordingly, it becomes even more difficult
for the inverter 40 and the capacitor 50 to be affected
by heat generated by the engine 23 and so on, since
a sufficient flow of air enters from the intake path 9w.
(4) At least one of the left side surface and the right
side surface of the outer cover 9 includes the opening
portion 9w for taking in external air. In addition, the
opening portion 9w and the inverter 40 are over-
lapped in a side view. Furthermore, the opening por-
tion 9w and the inverter 40 are spaced apart from
one another. As a result, the inverter 40 is effectively
cooled by the external air that directly strikes against
the inverter 40.
(5) The longest side of the capacitor 50 extends
along the vehicle width direction, and the shortest
side of the inverter 40 extends along the longitudinal
direction of the vehicle. Accordingly, it is possible to
arrange the capacitor 50 and the inverter 40 within
the cooling compartment 22 without making the
length of the cooling compartment 22 in the longitu-
dinal direction of the vehicle very long. In other
words, it is possible to arrange the inverter 40 and
the capacitor 50 within the cooling compartment 22
in a compact manner.
(6) The longest side of the inverter 40 extends in the
vertical direction. Accordingly, it is possible to make
the distance between the inverter 40 and the en-
trance path 9w for the air longer. Moreover, since a
larger amount of air flows in from the air entrance
path 9w, accordingly it becomes yet more difficult for
the inverter 40 and the capacitor 50 to be affected

by heat generated by the engine 23 and so on.
(7) The capacitor 50 is elastically supported by the
capacitor support portions 76 and 77 that project in-
wards from the inner side surfaces of the vehicle
body frame 2. Due to this, it is possible to alleviate
the influence of vibration generated by the engine
23 or the like upon the capacitor 50, and to alleviate
the influence of elastic deformation of the vehicle
body frame 2 upon the capacitor 50.
(8) The radiator 31, the oil cooler 32, and the electric
motor cooling device 33 are arranged along the ve-
hicle width direction. Due to this, it is possible to make
the configuration of the cooling device 30 compact,
so that it is possible to restrain increase in the size
of the vehicle.
(9) The hybrid cooler 36 is disposed in front of the
radiator 31, the oil cooler 32, and the electric motor
cooling device 33, and moreover behind the inverter
40. And the inverter 40 is spaced apart from the hy-
brid cooler 36 in the longitudinal direction of the ve-
hicle. Due to this, air can easily pass even behind
the inverter 40. As a result, the inverter 40 is cooled
with the external air in an effective manner.
(10) The inverter 40 is installed as separated from
the capacitor 50 by a gap in the vertical direction.
Due to this, it becomes easy for air to pass between
the inverter 40 and the capacitor 50. As a result, the
inverter 40 and the capacitor 50 are effectively
cooled by external air.

Variant Embodiments

[0061] While an embodiment of the present invention
has been explained above, the present invention is not
to be considered as being limited to this embodiment;
various alterations are possible provided that the gist of
the present invention is preserved.
[0062] In the embodiment described above, an exam-
ple was explained in which the inverter 40 was spaced
away from the capacitor 50. However, the inverter 40
may be connected to the capacitor 50. Moreover, instead
of employing the brackets 60 for supporting the inverter
40, the inverter 40 may be fixed upon the capacitor 50
by some member provided upon the capacitor 50, or for
the capacitor support portions 76 and 77 to support the
inverter 40 together with the capacitor 50.
[0063] In the embodiment described above, the expla-
nation centered upon an example in which the inverter
40 was disposed close to the right member 72. However,
the inverter 40 may be disposed close to the left member
71. In this case, desirably, the fourth bracket 64 would
be fixed to the second bracket 62, and it would be desir-
able for the support portion 75 to project inward (i.e. right-
wards) from the inner side surface of the left member 71.
Moreover, it would be desirable for the connector 55 and
the power cables 55a to be disposed to the right side of
the third bracket 63.
[0064] It would also be possible for a pump that circu-
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lates water between the hybrid cooler 36, the inverter 40,
and the capacitor 50 to be provided in some appropriate
position. In this case, it would be desirable for the pump
to be provided in the vicinity of a position more to the
front than the connector 55 upon the capacitor 50.
[0065] The number and the position of attachment
components such as bolts and so on explained in the
embodiment described above may be varied as appro-
priate. Moreover, the shapes of the first bracket 61, the
second bracket 62, the third bracket 63, and the fourth
bracket 64 may be different from those described. And
the inverter 40 and the capacitor 50 may not be precise
rectangular parallelepipeds; for example, their angles
could be rounded off, and their sides except the angles
might be more or less irregular. Moreover, the inverter
40 may be cubical.
[0066] While, in the embodiment described above, a
case was explained in which the first bracket 61 was
formed from a pipe material, the first bracket 61 could
also be a member of some other type. For example, the
first bracket 61 could be made from steel channel, angle
iron (steel) or H-section steel stock.

POSSIBILITY OF INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION

[0067] According to the present invention, it is possible
to provide a hybrid work vehicle in which heat generated
by an engine or the like cannot easily be transmitted to
an inverter or to a capacitor.

Claims

1. A hybrid work vehicle in which driving force is gen-
erated by an engine and by an electric motor, com-
prising:

a vehicle body frame;
an outer cover;
an engine compartment internally housing the
engine;
a cooling compartment internally housing a cool-
ing device;
a partition wall separating the cooling compart-
ment from the engine compartment;
an inverter disposed between the partition wall
and the cooling device; and
a capacitor disposed between the partition wall
and the cooling device;
wherein:

the capacitor is supported upon the vehicle
body frame;
the inverter is positioned above the capac-
itor;
a length of the inverter in the vehicle width
direction is shorter than a length of the ca-
pacitor in the vehicle width direction; and

at least one of a first side surface of the outer
cover positioned leftwards from a left side
surface of the inverter, and a second side
surface of the outer cover positioned right-
wards from a right side surface of the invert-
er is separated from the inverter by a gap.

2. The hybrid work vehicle according to Claim 1, where-
in:

a first distance in the vehicle width direction be-
tween a left side surface of the outer cover and
the left side surface of the inverter is greater than
or equal to a second distance in the vehicle width
direction between the left side surface of the out-
er cover and a left side surface of the capacitor;
and
a third distance in the vehicle width direction be-
tween a right side surface of the outer cover and
the right side surface of the inverter is greater
than or equal to a fourth distance in the vehicle
width direction between the right side surface of
the outer cover and a right side surface of the
capacitor.

3. The hybrid work vehicle according to Claim 2, where-
in:

a fifth distance in the vehicle width direction be-
tween a left side surface of the vehicle body
frame and the left side surface of the inverter is
greater than or equal to a sixth distance in the
vehicle width direction between the left side sur-
face of the vehicle body frame and the left side
surface of the capacitor; and
a seventh distance in the vehicle width direction
between a right side surface of the vehicle body
frame and the right side surface of the inverter
is greater than or equal to an eighth distance in
the vehicle width direction between the right side
surface of the vehicle body frame and the right
side surface of the capacitor.

4. The work vehicle according to any one of Claims 1
through 3, wherein:

at least one of the first side surface and the sec-
ond side surface includes an opening portion for
taking in external air;
the opening portion and the inverter are over-
lapped in a side view; and
the opening portion and the inverter are sepa-
rated by a gap.

5. The hybrid work vehicle according to any one of
Claims 1 through 4, wherein:

the longest side of the capacitor extends along
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the vehicle width direction; and
the shortest side of the inverter extends along
the longitudinal direction of the vehicle.

6. The hybrid work vehicle according to Claim 5, where-
in the longest side of the inverter extends in the ver-
tical direction.

7. The hybrid work vehicle according to Claim 5 or
Claim 6, wherein the capacitor is elastically support-
ed by a capacitor support portion provided to the
vehicle body frame.

8. The hybrid work vehicle according to any one of
Claims 1 through 7, wherein:

the cooling device includes a radiator, an oil
cooler, and an electric motor cooling device; and
the radiator, the oil cooler, and the motor cooling
device are arranged in a row along the vehicle
width direction.

9. The hybrid work vehicle according to Claim 8, where-
in:

the cooling device further includes a hybrid cool-
er for cooling the capacitor and the inverter;
the hybrid cooler is disposed in front of the ra-
diator, the oil cooler, and the motor cooling de-
vice, and moreover behind the inverter; and
the inverter is spaced away by a gap from the
hybrid cooler along the longitudinal direction of
the vehicle.

10. The hybrid work vehicle according to any one of
Claims 1 through 9, wherein the inverter is installed
as separated from the capacitor in the vertical direc-
tion by a gap.
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